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Rooms Filled With Light

THE artful, tuneful Londoners (led
by a Swede, Simon Balthazar)
return with a second album that
embellishes their sonic palette.
It’s a confident affair, somewhere
between Arcade Fire and the
Mumfords, with lashings of strings,
brass and sophisticated computer
trickery but somehow lacks the
immediacy and charm of 2009’s
debut Reservoir.
On the plus side is intelligent
songwriting with Shiny Things, a wry
meditation on the state of humanity,
the best. But it’s all a bit muted. SC

SHEARWATER
Animal Joy
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SHEARWATER used to be a
sideshow for Okkervil River
members Jonathan Meiburg and
Will Sheff. Now this is Meiburg’s
day job while Sheff concentrates on
all things Okkervil.
And their first album for the
ever-reliable Sub Pop is a
revelation, with its more fulsome
sound and ambitious approach.
From the opening chords of
Animal Life, the new spring in their
step is evident and it continues into
the insistent You As You Were and
infectious closer Star of the Age. SC

DAMIEN JURADO
Maraqopa

BY TOM
CHURCHILL
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NOTHING prepares you for Nothing
is the News, first track on the new
album by the previously quiet,
introspective American singersongwriter. For this is a psychedelic,
electric guitar-fuelled desert rock
freak-out. And it’s mind-blowing.
Things calm down a bit after that,
but with production duties going
again to creative whizz Richard
Swift, the album is undoubtedly a
highpoint in Jurado’s 15-year
recording career. Elsewhere, This
Time Next Year is a thing of beauty
and Reel To Reel is sublime.
SC

Vigo Thieves

NEW MUSIC

FANFARLO

HIP-HOP duo Chiddy Bang created a huge online buzz with
their MGMT sampling Opposite
Of Adults and their mixtapes.
The Philadelphia pair rapper/
MC Chidera “Chiddy” Anamege
and producer Noah “Xaphoon
Jones” Beresin – met at university and are about to the release
their debut album Breakfast.
Here Chiddy talks to JACQUI
SWIFT about breaking world
records and deciding which
samples to use:
How did you start out?
I started rapping when I was
about nine or ten. That was just
the thing to do in my neighbourhood. All my friends would sit
around and rap. At the lunch
table, on the phone, wherever.
How did you meet Xaphoon?
We met a couple years ago
when we were both freshman at
Drexel University in Philadelphia. People kept telling me I
needed to meet this kid
Xaphoon who did beats. One
day I stopped by his dorm and
we ended up making Opposite
Of Adults EP. The rest is history.
Chiddy is your nickname so
why Chiddy Bang?
My real name is Chidera – a
Nigerian name. So people
always called me Chiddy.
Chiddy Bang was a play on that.
You sample some less obvious hip-hop bands like Radiohead and MGMT in your music.
How do you decide?
The samples are
Xaphoon’s department.
He’ll come with some
crazy beat and I’ll just
tell him whether I like it
or not. I don’t know
who the sample is
most of the time. I’m
a good gauge
because I’m not biased just
because it might be a ‘cool’ sample. I just like what moves me.
Tell us about your sound
and style . . .
Our sound is the sound of the
youth today. We are the internet
generation. There really isn’t
another point in time where this
type of thing could happen. A
blog posts an mp3 of a song
from a new band, a producer in

his bedroom rips it and chops it
up and makes it into a beat,
emails it to a rapper who
records vocals on his laptop and
emails it back. Then it gets
reposted on a blog the next day
as a new song. That can only
happen now. And I think our
sound is reflective of the times in
that way. Remixing, blog culture
the iPod generation. All that contributes to our sound and style.
Why Breakfast as a title?
There are a couple reasons –
it’s symbolic of this being our
first album, it’s like our first offering to the fans, our first full meal.
Also a lot of important moments
in our career have happened
over breakfast. And really how
can you hate on breakfast?
Tell us about your track Ray
Charles . . .
That track really came about
as a joke. My brother Cheeseburger Don fell asleep one night
after a little smoking session in
the studio. And he still had his
sunglasses on. We started making fun of him and I free-styled
the whole thing right on the
spot. We didn’t think it would
end up on the album, but people really reacted to it and it
became a single!
And Mind Your Manners?
Manners was a typical Chiddy Bang
song writing session.
Xaph had some stems
from this Swedish
group Icona Pop. He
chopped it into a beat I
thought was dope so
we recorded it.
We hear you’re a
w o r l d record holder?
Yes, I have two. Longest freestyle rap – nine hours, 18 minutes, 22 seconds and longest
continuous rap.
My manager kept pushing me
to do it then the opportunity
arose and I did.
Q Chiddy Bang single Ray Charles
is out on Monday followed by the
album Breakfast on March 5.

WHO: Stevie Jukes (vocals/guitar/synth/
programming), Gordon Phipps (bass),
Barry Cowan (guitar/vocals), Alan Jukes
(drums/percussion)
WHERE: Wishaw
FOR FANS OF: Simple Minds, The Killers, Kings Of Leon
JIM SAYS: Simple Minds are back and
playing the Barrowland in Glasgow
tomorrow night — but pretenders to their
crown Vigo Thieves play their own soldout gig at the city’s rather more intimate
Nice ‘N’ Sleazy.
Typical. Two essential gigs on the
same night!
Simple Minds are celebrating the
re-issue of their first five albums. There’s
no denying that Vigo Thieves take their
lead from those landmark releases.
Coupled with contemporary influences
like French electronic star M83 and
stadium rockers Kings Of Leon, the boys
creative a massive sound, blurring the
boundaries between rock and dance.
Frontman Stevie Jukes said: “We’d
played in other bands, but when we got
together as Vigo Thieves, something
really clicked. We managed to get a tour
support with The Twang soon after forming, which really gave us a platform to
build a fan-base.”
The band have certainly worked hard

to get where they are. A lot of acts from
West Central Scotland quickly align themselves with Glasgow, so it’s great to see
them fly the flag for Wishaw.
It’s a brilliant way to plant the seeds of
a following, and they’ve even set up their
own club night.
Stevie added: “We started putting on
local bands at our club night Shook To
The Bones since there was no one else
doing it. It’s really taking off with a load of
great new bands coming through.”
The club also helps fund the band’s
activities, including their latest EP,
launched tomorrow at Sleazy’s. They’ve
actually recorded a full album, but are
releasing it in stages as two EPs. Heart &
Soul Pt1 will be available to download
from March 5. The lead single, Heartbeats, is already an internet hit with over
28,000 YouTube views in a week.
The boys are set to play their first
London shows in April, then have their
sights set firmly on the Summer festivals,
with T In The Park at the top of their
wanted list.Meanwhile, I have to decide
which gig to go to tomorrow night!
MORE: vigothieves.com
Q Jim’ll be playing Vigo Thieves on
In:Demand Uncut — Sunday 7-10pm on
Clyde 1, Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio
Borders, Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM.

Maya’s hot & Coles
PRESSURE @ The Arches,
!
Glasgow, tonight: The brilliant
Maya Jane Coles stops off on her UK

tour to show why she’s the hottest
name in house circles right now.
The 24-year-old Londoner, pictured,
has had an incredible 12 months —
being voted DJ magazine’s Producer of
the Year, Mixmag’s Best Breakthrough
DJ and debuting at No9 on Resident
Advisor’s hugely influential Top
100 DJs poll — and she’s set to
get even bigger when her
debut album drops later this
year, so catch her while you
can.
Techno veterans Ben Sims
and Paul Ritch also join Slam
behind the decks to complete the
line-up.
HYP? @ Sub Club, Glasgow,
tonight: Two of the biggest names
in the UK bass music scene are set to
do some serious dancefloor damage as
they take to the legendary Subbie DJ
booth. Redlight — whose insanely
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catchy Get Out My Head track is getting
some serious props on Radio 1 — and
fellow Digital Soundboy artist Breakage
join resident Boom Monk Ben along
with Dread MC.
HEAVY GOSSIP & ULTRAGROOVE
@ The Annexe, Edinburgh,
tomorrow: Leeds duo PBR Streetgang
hit the capital’s leading house night.
Their set merges classic New York
house and garage with the
tougher sound of their home city
via a custom setup that combines software and turntables
to mesmerising effect.
Craig Smith, Gareth Sommerville and Nick Yuill warm up.
GERD
@
La
Cheetah,
Glasgow,
tomorrow:
Another cracking night in the ‘La Cheetah Presents...’ series, this time featuring Rotterdam underground hero Gerd.
He’s been producing killer house,
techno, nu-jazz and disco jams for two
decades and he’s sure to be just as
eclectic behind the wheels of steel.
TRANSMISSION @ O’Couture
Basement, Glasgow, tonight: After
a successful relaunch in November, this
Ayrshire night kicks off in Glasgow for
the first time with Scots dance legend
Mallorca Lee — of Ultra Sonic and
Public Domain fame — hitting the decks
alongside David Henry and friends.
Q Email your news and listings to
tom.churchill@the-sun.co.uk
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